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ABSTRACT 
This project describes a resource package that is divided into 
three sections: Currtnrlum Outcomes. Acnvlrres. onda Resource List 
Sectlo" I identities the general and specific outcomes and smdent 
mmpetencies for the pmposed Grades Four, Five and Six Career 
Exploration Program. Seclion 2 focuses on specific activities which 
students and teachers can do to Fulfill these outcomes. Seclion 3 is a 
comprehensive list of resources on Career Exploration and the 
subtopics contained in the program. Teachen and students are 
encouraged to use resources found in their own schools, communities, 
and districts whenever pmsible. 
The activities in thls package can be inlegaled into the 
classmom cuniculum in the subject areas of Mathematics. Language 
Am, Social SNdies, Health and An. All activities can be completed 
within the classroom sening or with the use of the school's resource 
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CHAPTER1 
lntmdunion 
Rattonale for the Project 
As pan of the requirements for a Master's Degree in 
Educational Psychology, students may chooss to either cnnplele a 
thesis, paper foho, internship or do a pmjen. 'Ex project option 
allowed the graduate student lo reseah and d e v e l o  
area of m n  exploration. 
Given the graduate student's imeren in this area the project 
option war considered to be the most appropriate. The graduate 
SNdent chose this option to accomplish the goals outlined in this 
program. lbese goals are to create a program that facilitates and 
promotes self concept, offen career information at the eeleumtary age 
level, and leu elemmary sOJdmU explore a variety of gossible career 
choices 
Carar Exploration 
Literature Review 
Despite professional counselling and courses on career choice in 
our schools, students say they are poorly prepared to men tbe 
challenges in society. They repnf lacking infotmatiw about the 
workplace, not understanding the link between academic subjects and 
the requiremarts of work, not sseing the relevance of what they are 
learmng, and lacking academic motivation pupant, Gingas, & 
Marcesu, 1992). The new vision is that schwls will make a 
npificant contribution toward "'seeing that the future labour force is 
well prepared for adult and working life. able to make informed career 
decisions, capable of mansgmg successful eamr aansitions, and 
committed to lifelong personal development education and training" 
(Watt, 1988). 
Snos might argue that new educational strategies and mom 
wuner at the senior high school level can be the solution. However. 
the author of this project would argue for an infusion approach to 
exploration at the primary and elementary INCIS. Tbe author of 
this project, like curmu leaden, such as Hiebrrt ( 1993) would call for 
an infusion or integration of career ideas acmss a l l  grade levels and in 
all subject areas. Hieben contends that besides providing information 
about the spscific subject matter, teachers may properly discuss the 
roles of variws jobs. Hem and Cramer ( 1992) state that current 
models of c a ~ e r  guidance reinforce the need for systematic activities 
and information lo occur throughout the elementary school m c u l e  
and to involve parents, teachers. and counrellor in many forms of 
cooperative effort ( p. 337 ). 
T a p f a  ( 1994 )slates that most individuals significantly 
fashion their attitudes abut  leming. work and other enduring adult 
values during early adolescence. In Wells and Gaus' ( 1991) sfudy, 
46% of middle schwlns had not had my camr education, mast did 
not see the relevance of academic subject$ to career choice, and those 
at lowr %xi-ndc levels were less likely to have chosen a career 
path. 'Ibex fmdings suggest that middle school s~denIs need to learn 
to think about the future; recognke their responsibility for educational 
plarming, broaden their aspirations beyond the stenotypes of gender, 
ehicity, and mioeconarnic level, develop and maintain self-esteem, 
develop cognitive complexity, have parental suppm for career choices, 
understand how school relates to future life roles, and recognize Le 
bmad scope of work in the 21st century ( Kerka, 1994). 
The life long name of career development described by Super 
(1957) seems to be widely accepted. Theorists generally agree that 
camr  development begins in child- and wntinuer thmughout 
a d u l h d .  Stlley and Mangisi ( 1984) have observed that it is widely 
acknowledged that children begin to fmulafe career decisions ar a 
relatively young age. 
C- guidance in the elementary school is not imended to 
force children to make premahlre choices but instead to avoid 
pnmahm foreclosure of choices. Career guidance at this stage 
focuses on awanness of choices that will be available, ways to 
anticipate and plan for thnn, and their relationship to p e ~ o a l  
characteristics. Given the emphasis on educational prognuos and 
servica for children coupled with goals of self-concept, explnaMy 
dscirion making, and information that are so crucial to academic and 
career schooling of childre% the awareness of the world of work is an 
omall objective of education ( Yawkey, 1976). 
SNdents and t e a c h  must learn that it is impntant to ask 
questions about jobs and that the infurlon of career exploration and 
information will add relevance and interest for all studeots. Career 
exploration typically involves the investigation of personal fanors: 
interests, aptitudes, values. and personal lifestyle (Amundson, 1989). 
Herr and Cnuner (1992) reiterate the need for e a r  
address the major elemene such as those of work and sosiely. 
lXe elementary schwl years are a time of expansive 
oppmuuties for self awareness and according m S u p  ( 1984) and 
his Life Career Rainbow, children at this stage have a h d y  dcwlopd 
thee roles; namely, child, pupil, and Ieisurite. The amount of time 
children spend on leisure activities is significant and they need to 
develop a wide range of leisure-related activities, wents, and 
experiena. Enmuraging the development of leisure awareness can 
help children recognize their multiple dimensions, including the 
intellectual, physical, creative. social, anistic. and mechanical 
characteristics and interests. 
Super's original studies began in the 1930's in the areas of work, 
oecupatioan, and pychomemcs. His theory is segmental with spscific 
aspects taken fmm developmental, differential, wciai, and 
phenomenological psychology. His se l f -mept  theory is the link that 
joins them all together. Super (1990) depicts a career as the life come 
of a pmon cncomtering a series of developmental tasks and 
attempting to handle them in such a way as to h e  the kind of 
person hdshe wants to. With a changing self and changing situations, 
the matching pmcess is never really completed. In ciuldhmd, curiosity 
can lead a person down many exploratory paths. If curiosity and this 
exploratory behaviour is rewarded, it leads to information and funher 
exploration. However, if unrewarded, it can lead to conflict and 
withdrawal. Satisfying explnatioo, can lead to the identification of 
key figures who have been helpful or interesting and who s m p  in 
some ways as role models. Success can lead to a feeling of autonomy, 
of being in contml of one's present and even one's future. It also leads 
to the development of interest in the things in which one has been 
successll. Finding that one can. to some extent control one's 
activities leads to an mdersmding of time and of the notion that one 
can plan for future even& and have some success in their shaping. 
From a career development perspective, Super ( 1953) identitied 
specific vocational develapment tasks Io be accomplished at each life 
stage. During the Growth stage, binh to age 14 years, these tasks 
include f m g  a piawe of the kind of p s o n  one is, developing an 
orientation LO the world of work, and acquiring an undentlllding of the 
meaning of wo*. According to Super, the self-cmcept during this 
sage is developd fhrough identification with key persons in the 
family and at schwl. He timber pos~dd rhat born ages 4 to 10 yean. 
during which children are in the Fantasy substage of the Gmwth stage, 
children's needs are dominant, and role-playing m fanfasy is imponant 
to their vocational development Super saw the development of 
increased self-awareness, awareness of the value of any ldnds of work 
in their world, feelings of competency, and satisfaction fmm their aun 
work as critical to childrm's sound career development. 
Hummel and McDaniels ( 1982) identified ths period from binh 
to I I years of age as the Awareness stage. During this period children 
believe they cao do the things they like to do and uansform needs and 
desks into ~cupatiooal preferences. Gysbers and Moore ( 1975, 
1981) conceptualkd career developmm as self-development of tho 
person over the life span thmugh the synthesis of roles, settings, and 
events of his or her life. 
To men the childAo's =area developmental needs, the 
elemenbuy career development pmgram should consist of experiences 
appropriate to the various developmental ages of lhe child as they 
pmceed through the childhood years ( Hoffman & McDaniels, 1991). 
Miller (1989) states that in the elementary school the cenual anitivites 
are those that ad- a child's awareness of self, feelings of autonomy 
and control need or planful behaviow, and desire ffor e.s$anation. 
Hamon and Johnson (1989) W e r  conclude that early classmnn 
learning strategies may k l p  redirect the individual's tendencies to 
engage, dissemble, or evade in difficult workplace situations, 
pxIiculady in early employment. 
Therefore, career and occupafiooal infanuah must be 
meaningful and helpful in elementary schml. Children at this age 
need a curriculum that facilitlta gmwth exploration of oneself and 
the world. Anivities should deal with the with occupati00~, 
and with careen. According to Finn ( 1989). the hmdammtal p i n t  is 
that wh8t happm in the life of the child in the elementary school dces 
mate p a n m  of bebavioms, positive or nepive, that are Ikely to 
persist into the secondary school and adulthood. Research by Hanmq 
Johnson and Finn (1989) illuslrales the power of early developmental 
expien- of children and how they are reflective of lam educational 
levels and behav~ourr toward work and work performance. 
hning elementary schooling, the pupil should develop an 
a w m a s  of the waning and significance of work and the 
unavoidable decision-malung proem. The pupil must also acquire an 
mderslanding of the relalionships &wca  edvcational oppormnities 
and ultimate career possibilities. Positive attitudes towards education 
should be encouraged. The elementary student must acquire 
foundatioos for occupational assessment and self assessment. Ths 
student must recognize that one's life work should be an occupation 
one can do well and enjoy doing. Tlerefore, both self-understanding 
and occupational understanding are important. 
Gottfredson ( 1981) repom that children we the pmcess of 
circumscription to eliminate occupations that are seen as inappropriate 
for their sex. They progress to mother stage of circumscription that 
allows them to rule out occupations of insufficient prestige, their social 
class, self concepL and those requuing effon beyond their view of 
their general ability. Th~r mearch indicates lhat by gads four. 
children have consmcted a job-prestige hierarchy similar to that 
consmcted by adults. Children at this age Imk to role models for 
imitation ofjobs and attitudes toward jobs. 
Parsntal influence is key here because children will take on the 
work values they see being edibited by their parents. Simmons 
(1962) discovered that the elementary schwl child was very aware of 
occupational preshge. Cbiidreo have well develqed anihldes 
regarding occupations and levels of education as early as eight and 
nine, and tend to reflea some occupations as holding w interest to 
them. Children need to develop feeling of imponaaee which will help 
develop self conceptr. Tbere is a need to dwelop a sense of Ihe fuNre 
and a xnse of %If through aspens of their environment, people around 
them, role models, obxrvations, and interests. As young children are 
e x p o d  to Iheu p a w ' s  occupations, television programs, and people 
around them, they become aware of caren oppormnities and choices. 
This exposure h o m e s  broader and deeperthroughout elementary 
schwl, junior high schwl, and high schwl ( Sharf, 1992). 
Career Exploration in 
the Elementary Grades 
As students progress through school, they move closer to the 
important goal of high schwl gaduation. Today's world offers many 
choices to all s~deots  regarding career op!ions; however, a student 
unaware of the effecu of these choice on his OT her overall lifestyle 
can face feelings of inadequacy, disappointment and failure. The more 
information a sNdent is prffcnted with in an orderly fashion at all 
stages of growth, the more likely that student will make career choices 
lhat will lead m a meaningful and pmdunive lifmyle ( LambeR 
Rogala & Verhage, 1992). 
This project is a combination of three types of career educatlan 
exploration: (a) infusion of career information into k classroom @) 
p u p  activities and (c) community involvement. 
The activities within each are modified and structured m the 
learning stage of the child. The children involved are given the 
Oppommty to experience and acquire information long before they are 
able to make decisions about prrmanent ~aretr choices. 
Thin project will help children develop a sense of tbs future and 
a sense of self This project empbask  self, others, occupations, and 
movement toward planning and preparing for a career. 
The activities are smrctured to include both individual and group 
interactions. This pmject is appropriate for grades four, five or six 
The activities are grade appropriate and employ a variety of 
insmrctional appmaches and reururc~. The students will have the 
oppormnity to experience the following skills: questioning guest 
speakers, role playing discussing, locating collecung and classifying 
information, cnmposing winen materials, melting decisions, and 
creating an forms. They will have the oppoMnity to use a wide 
variety of technological and creative strategies in t h e i r e .  
To i n d u c e  this project a ietferwill be m t  home to 
parentrlguardim outlining its purpose and f a w  ( Appendix A). 
P m ~ ~ a n s  are encouraged to parucipate at all levels of this 
project. Whenever possible parenmiguardians should be asked to 
voluoteer as guest speakers and faciliators to workplace visits. An 
~nformatioo sheet will also be m t  home encouragiog 
parentavgusrdian involvement at many levels of the child's school 
activities ( Appendix B). 
Objectives 
Tbe objectives of h s  project are: 
I.  To pmduce a program which would be a Mmbination of 
three types of career exploration: (a) infusion of career information 
into the classroom (b) group activities and ( c) connuunity 
inv0lv-t. 
2. To provide children with activities wifhin each unit that 
wuld bs modified and struclved far individual and paup wo*. 
3. To provide elementary schwl age children with the 
oppommity to experience and acquire career information before they 
are required to make decisions about pmanent career choices. 
4. To develop a pmgam that would help children develop a 
sense of the h e  and a sense of selt This program emphasues self, 
others, occupations, and movement t m d  planning and preparation 
for a career. 
5. To provide children with activities that can be adjusted 
imd madifid to assist childno in anaining success. 
This career pmjcn will be implemented with the help and 
coaperation of the classrootc teacher, resource mom teacher. principal, 
pmts/guardians, students and wutwUor. It will be a wUaboratiw 
approach offering support and encouragement to all panicipants. 
At the inaoducroty stage of this project, it is necessary that the 
wunsellor discus the concepts and specific cwriculwo outcomes and 
wmpnencies with the participating students. The students should be 
made aware of the kinds of activities W would be engaging in and 
their mle in these activities. Groups should be established and a time 
kame for the project outlined. It is recommended that each small 
group be smctured according to the child's grade placement so that it 
can be as cohesive as passible. Therefore, any grade four, five or six 
class in the province wuld participate in tbis project. 
S N k t s  are requirsd to wmplete the Leaning activities and to 
participate in all activities cutlined in the project. They are encmged 
to keep all their completed work and place it in a perswal pwtfolio 
similar to lhe heting and readiog folders used in their Language AM 
class. All work wllected and completed is the propmy of each s ~ d e n t  
at the wmpletion of the projecL 
Evaluation of the project is continuous and should be monitored 
by the teacher, counsellor, and leuning r e s o w  teacher. 
It's w s e m  that ow entire edmtimal system has come under 
intaw change and scnuiny ova the papt s w a d  yeam and that 
smniny is not likely to diminish in the near firmrs. One of our 
nations' primary concerns is whether or not ws wil l  bs able to pmducs 
a quality work fome for the 2lst century. By and large, society 
charges educaton with Lhe mpnslbility ofproducing quality workers. 
However, changes in the worldwide e m m y ,  fechnology, the nature 
of work, md attitudes of employers and workers have occurred a such 
a rapid pace that it's scmwimes dificult to take them d l  in. Yet 
educators and counsellors are expected to respond to those changes 
and p q a n  students for the fuflnr. One respasc to this challmp has 
been a growing m w m w t  amow the wwtry m inclu& c m  
awareness and explmtim as an integral part ofthe school nnicvlvm 
- starting in Kin- ( Linday, 1993). 
Ibs ptiod ofemsition fmm schwl to work is musidered a be 
an important stage in the identity f&on of adolescents as they 
approach adulthocd. Research studies in the eighties have indicated 
that adolescents are indeed monitoring ths adult world developing 
work prspctives, and acting upon them (Amundson & Borgea 1982; 
Feather, 1985; B~akwcU & f ife-Shaw, 1987; Smmfilli & FuRh 1987). 
Recent national repons have also suggested that there is mom 
for improvement in the way young people are prepared f a  entry into 
the worldorce ( Department of Employment and Immigration, 1989; 
Canadian Labour Market and Productivity Centre, 1990; Gwsmment 
of Canada, 1991). m s e  documents call for fresh policies and 
wncrele initinlives that can help young people make better use of their 
educational oppmit ies  as they prepare themselver for the 
workplace. In addition, these dmuments emphasize that more must be 
done to make the tramition from school to wnk less problematic and 
more efficient. 
According to Linday ( 1993). career planning is not one of the 
major subjects taught in most schools. Newtbeless, teachers would 
agree that this topic should be included in the school p w a m  One of 
the biggest challenges for counseUors is gming classroom teachas 
mvolved in the career education process. Educators and counsellors 
already have full agendas in their efforts to improve academic 
achievement Adding another subject area mkes time, planning and 
exprtise. Therefore, to ovmoms these hurdles ao easily usable 
resource package has been created which teachers can in* acmss 
the standard curriculum. If students are to maintain a high level of 
motivation the academic aspecu of their education should be relevant 
and reflective of the interests of the studenls. All too often career 
exploration oppormnities are overlooked at the elementary level in lieu 
of a high school based career counselling program. Since the concept 
of career development is ongoin& the formative years of a young child 
would seem to be a crucial time to begin implememing t i is  career 
pmgnun. 
Few would argus that the elemenmy y e w  are the most 
impartant for preparing youth to make appropriate educational 
decisions and relmed prsonal-soeial adjustments. These are the years 
of cvrimity and inquiry, ma1 and explaauon, and relative ireedom of 
choice. Because of this. the elsmcnmy grades appear to be the years 
for developing appropriate carnr foundations. 
Accepting that career exploration is needed in w high schools 
results in the recagoition of the impomce of providing career 
development programs in the elementary schools ( Miller, 1984; Wdz 
& Benjamin, 1984). In 1984, the American School CounseUor 
Assoc~ation ( ASCA) issued a career development policy statement 
c d i i  for scbool co1~1sellors to assume leadership in impkrmnting 
developmental career guidance programs for all students, beginning no 
lam than Kindergarten. This appmach to career guidance is consistent 
with the developmental philosophy of contemporary elementary school 
counselling programs and their goal of helping all children experience 
healthy inteUechlal, ~ c i a l ,  emotional, and career development for 
success in the present and futu~e. In view af the cunrnt deffitions of 
career development as self-development and carm as enwmpassing 
all mla, settings, and events in the life of the individual h e  overall 
elementary guidance and wunseUing p r o w  may well be perceived 
as a life camr development program ( Hoffman & McDmiels, 1991). 
bsbuctiwal Approaches 
According to the American Vocational Asnociation ( 1993). 
appropriate mmmioaal mategies include interdisciplinary team 
teaching, es~loratory education, learning organid around key 
coocepn or themes, and cooperative learning. Career educauon, to be 
meaningful, requires a panomhip involving both the education system 
and the broader community. In addition, it should include experiential 
learning by pupils about the occupational society, use of private sector 
resource persons in classrwms, reduction of occupational bias and 
stereotyping, development of productive work habits. and promotion of 
positive work values ( Hofi 1995). However, there is no one 
approach that is totally effective for all students in all learning 
situations. By employing a variety of activities, materials and 
strategies the liketihwd of successful insmcuon can be maximized. 
The following are a suggested lint of smegies that could be ured to 
enhance tbe h d w  occurring with this project: 
' Use of concrete materials 
Small and large gmup settings 
H a n k  activities in ws and m& 
Agdgrade appropriate directians/insrmctions 
* Multi-media and computer technologies 
Act~vities are childcenued 
Activities are well organized 
Provide physical space 
Allow ample tune to complete activities 
Activities are not gender specific 
Activities are infused into curriculum 
* Activities are enjoyable 
* Personal explmtion 
Multi-sensory modalities 
l%e teachet and counsella are encouraged to develop a 
dafnmentation and repotthg system to facilitate ongoing p m g m  
monitoring and feedback. Documentation would consist of a series of 
activity logs and rrpom, obmtions ,  commentaries h stud en.^. 
parents, and wmmunity parmas. This documentation would then 
provide information on the activities and outcomes of the project. 
Characteristics of pslticipants, the activities that participants would 
engage in and the management and operation of the career planning 
activities ail serw as evidence of program evaluation (Dmond, 19%). 
A varietyof methods might bc utdized to gather information about the 
program. Some that have bps helpful in improvement of career 
planning include: 
Informal notes mitten by parents, students, community 
mwberr, and others would be submitted and used in planning steps 
for continuous impmwment of the propun. 
Suwevs can vrobe issues related to the desim and 
. . 
implementation of the p r o m .  Focus group interviews might be 
conducted as a means of tesMg the survey data. 
Perceptual m f m t i o n  about the program can be gathered 
thmugh intervtews and would probe the level of support for the 
program. 
clluid - 
Teachers can comment on tbei findings as they implement and 
use components of the program in theit classmm. 
The influence of the program on the career planning effom of 
students can be documented. Both in-rhml and out-of-scbml career 
experiences can be used to determine pr- urfluences on the caren 
planning efforu of students. Computer-based systems can be used to 
remrd student data. 
For the children who participate in the program, evaluation is 
based on participation. Testing should be a v o i d  as a method of 
assigning grades since evaluation is based on the obsmed total effort 
of the student. Evaluation of student work is an ongoing process 
Resource Package 
Ths mourw package is presented in three scctious: %aim 
One: which identifies the 
general and specific curriculum outcomes as well as competencies for 
the grades four, five and six Career Exploration Pmpm.  SeffiPn 
. . .  Two: which focuses on specific activities which students 
and teachers can complete to Wfd these outcomes and compstencies. 
Scnion which is a comprehensive list of 
resources on Career Exploration and the subtopics contained in the 
I.  SNdem will examine the concepts of self-esleem. self 
awareness, and cmfllct resolution. 
I. I Students will defme self-esteem, self awareness, and 
conflict ~10Iu6on mncepu. 
1.2 SNdents will explain and discuss how each concept is 
interconnected. 
1.3 SNdents will remgnk pmitive and negative 
self-esteem characteristics. 
1.4 Students will develop an appreciation for the 
unique differences of self and Mhers. 
2. Students will examine decision malung and problem 
solving sldlls. 
2.1 Studems will re- that goals change over tune 
2.2 Students will rec- that career decisionsIxgin 
early and continue hughout  one's life. 
2.3 Studems will use information seeking skius in 
making decisions. 
2.4 Students will defme and discuss the components 
of decision making. 
2.5 Students will leam about work as il relatesto 
present school assig~lems and school 
experiences. 
2.6 Students will understand that the decisionsthey 
make now will influence and affect the decisiom 
they make in the fuw 
3 Smdcms will examine the concept of career clusters and 
explore the pmcas of caren exploration and planning. 
3.1 Students will defme the concept of career 
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3.2 Students will understand the process Of 
carar planning. 
3.3 SNdentswi l l~wsthenesdofesr lypl~g 
and preparation. 
3 4 Students will discuss car- planning with their 
families. 
3.5 Srudents will identify personal careerloccupational 
interests, attitudes and talents. 
3.6 Students will utilize schcal and community res0'arce.s 
to obtain career information. 
3.7 Students will analyse various wupatiws in ( e rm of 
skills, educational requirements, and processes. 
3.8 Students will &tine a career clusta. 
3.9 Students will list and discuss their likes and 
dislikes 
4. Students will learn about career possibilities from invited 
guest speakers and posslble workplace visits. 
4.1 Students will listen attenuvely to each guest 
speaker. 
4.2 Students will participate in all planned field 
nips. 
4.3 Students will understand aspas of various 
careen through questionmg and intmiming 
a person in an occupation that interem thw. 
4.4 Students will identify the cbaracferistics of 
specific occupatim. 
4.5 Srudents will identify school subjects that help 
dewlop skills, howledge, and Wining needed 
in specific occupations 
4.6 Students wili understand that there are variws 
levels of education and training needed in specific 
occupations. 
4.7 Students w i U  describe the work done by various 
people in their community. 
4.8 Students will learn some of the reasons why people 
work at the jobs they do. 
5. Students will develop a possible fume career plan. 
5.1 Students will research a career option of 
interest to them. 
5.2 Students will use current technology as a 
research suategy. 
5 3 Studsots mu relate lheu hobbles and ~nvrrsts 
to passlbk car= opnans 
5.4 Students will develop effective ~mmuniotion 
skills ( reading writmg and speaking). 
5.5 Students will identifysmploym and job 
oppommitiff in the local and smmmding 
commues .  
5.6 Students will make tentative occupational choices 
with respect to their interests, attitudes, values, 
and caoabilities 
Students will: 
1. Listen, read obxrve. and conduct research 
to find infonnatim. 
2. Write, speak, dramatize, and mleplay to 
present mfmation. 
3. U s  priot and non-print materials to 
access informauon 
4. Work in cooperative learning groups 
that are both small and large. 
5 .  Work independently and individually ta 
complete ass~gned leaming activities. 
6. Plaicipatc in all assit@ outings, field 
trip, or prese~~tatioos that may be given 
The activities in this package can be integrated into the core 
school curriculum. Activities can be infused into Laoguagc Ans, 
Mathematics, Social Sludie$ Health, M and S c i a ~ c .  The activities 
can be completed in the regular classmom or in the school's resource 
room. Activities can be found in Chapter Two ( pages 40-102) 
The rrsou~ces in this project include thoss found in your local 
school, community and district Of imrest to Ihe psrson 
implementmg this project would be sources found lhrough Internet 
sites, government agencies a d  prim materials. 
The resources complied for this pmject can be found in Chapte~ 
Two of therepm(pages 103-109). 
Conclusions 
Herr and C m n  ( 1988) wmte that many youngsters who drop 
out of school physically at age 16 have already. in fact dropped out of 
school psycholagically as early as third grade. Frequently, this occurs 
because they fail to sax relationships between what they smdy in 
school and life as they experience it outside of school. R e  imponance 
of initiating career education efforts beginning in the elementary 
school years should be obvious - 1.e. to delay doing so until the 
secandaIy school years is to lnvite pupils to acquire misinformation. 
negative attitudes toward work, and bad work habits that will take 
years to correct ( Hoyt 1995). 
"Neither the high school model of college preparat!on ( as 
academ~c education) nor the high school model ofjob preparation (as 
vocauonal education) can be effectively imposed on the middle 
school" ( Wisconsin Depamnmt of Public Inmctioq 1991. p.51). 
Instead ths middle schwl model focuses an intellectual development. 
social skills, personal values, and understanding of adult roles 
(American Vocational Association 1993; Beane, 1992). 
Since the elementary school is homeroom-teacher centred with a 
close tcacher-pupil relatioosiup, there can be a greater infusion of 
career exploration learning through a multi-sensory approach. 
Learnmg is stimulated through pupil observation, participation, and 
acnvity. Role playing, field dp, and physical exercises stated in this 
career program objectives are considered common experiences in the 
elementary school setting 
The pupils in the elementary rchwl see themelves as members 
of a reasonable stable group and usually remain so throughout the 
elementary years The setting encourages a greater feeling of security 
and this program will attempt ta foster this feeling. 
Parental interest and involvement appears to be greater at the 
elementary level than at the hlgh school. therefore allowmg parents to 
impart attitudes, values, and  wee^ information on a more wntinuous 
basis This careerpmgram will enhance the awareness and 
involvmmt of p m t s  similar to that accomplished in the bigklng 
Conneclronr program referred to in this project. The home pmvides 
the child with hisher fust and mast imponant contact with a workn 
Herr& Crater (1992) stress the need for parents to feel they are 
collabarators rather than isolates in rhe guidance pmccss in the 
education of their children. Seligman, Weinstock, and Owings ( 1988) 
found that children with a positive family onentatim are likely to 
obtain information about their parents' activities and to receive more 
encouragement. These factors all conuibnte to the child's carer 
development. 
The dmlopmental theory ofGonfrulron ( 1981) "accepts the 
fundamental impnrance of self-concept in vocational development and 
posits that people seek jobs wmpatible with their images of 
themselves. Social class, intelligence, and sex are seen as imponant 
determinants of both self-concept and the types of compromises people 
must make, thus the theory integrates a social system perspective with 
the more psychological approaches" ( p.546) Gottfredson's theory, 
like Super's, mnceives of the self-concept tecominp innrasmgly 
differentiated and complex as the child grows. 
This project attempts to offer a program that is a basis on which 
to build more career explaration programs for children in the 
elementary grades. The program and raowce package are meant to be 
flexible in their unplementatim. diverse m interest Iwel, and fuo. 
SNdents are encouraged Io panicipate fully in the activities and to use 
the loformtion gained IO help make future career decisions. 
THE CAREER EXPLORATION PROJECT A CAREER 
EXPLORATION PROGRAM DESIGmD FOR USE IN THE 
ELEMEKTARY GRADES 
This s t i o n  is organiPd as follows. First is section one of the 
resource packaga eatitled- Your~otionsch includes all 
activities and materials needed to infuse this into the curriculum This 
is also done for senion two entitled and 
section three -. 
All lesson plans and activities are ready for the teacher or 
counsellor to use. The lesson plans may be reproduced as needed and 
incarpwaled across the curriculum in most subject areas. The lesson 
plans have also been des~gned for mdividual, small group or class 
panic~patioo. The pages have been numbered sequentially. Howwer, 
the materials can be used separately depending on how much time the 
teacher has scheduled for each activity. The activities and objectives 
are flexible for both teach- and student alike. The teacher may 
the malerials in any order or with any format that is applicable or 
appropriate for the class and the subject area it is being infwd into. 
SvmmarY 
The general purpose of this project is to develop a career 
exploration program fw the elementary school-aged child. In 
particular, the goal is the developmmr of a practical resource package 
that can be infused into the curriculum by the classroom teacher. The 
resource package is a combination of three types of career education 
exploration: (I) infusion of career information into the classrwm (2) 
small group and individual activities and (3) commvn~ty mvolvement. 
This project recognized h e  need for the infusion or 
incorporation of a cmprehensive career education program in the 
elementary grades. 
Part One of this package includes activities about 
careers and the concept of 'career'. All activities can 
be infused into the regular curriculum. Each activity 
can be done individually, in a small group or as a 
class. 

Name: 
Date: 
Dear 
We are starting a new unit called Career 
Exploration. I would love for you to 
visit and see all the new things we will 
- be learning about. 
Come visit! ! ! 
Students will create a Personal Ponfolio that indicates their career 
interests as a result of changing attitudes, interests and achievements. 
Students wi l l  discuss the concept o f  career development with heir 
teacher or counsellor. Discuss with the students what a Personal 
Portfolio would contain and ask hem to include all their work l'mm 
this unit of stud? in rheir Portfolio. Al l  Ponfolio's are h e  provem of 
the student at the conclusion of the unit 
Students should be encouraged to discuss questions that describe 
their Porttolio such as: 
What is it? 
What should it contain? 
What is its purpose? 
Explain to your students that their Personal Ponfolio is a history o f  
individual student career aspirations including interests. attitudes and 
achie\emcnts. Encourage students ro continue ro add to their 
Ponfolio thrnughaut Junior and Senior High School. 
This Personal Portfolio could be used by teachers and counsellors to 
better understand the aspirations o f  their students in  grades K - Level 
111. 
CAREER CLUSTERS 
A cluster is a group of things that are p u p d  togethm h a w e  they are alike in 
some ways. for example an apple, an orange and a banana would be grouped 
under tk cluster of fruit. Likewise with jobs they too can be grouped t o g e t h e  
a cluster. For example a nurse, a doctor and a dentist would be pouped under the 
cluster of Medicine. 
In the columns below are general iob clusters. You have to name three 
specific jobs that would be suitable for &ch cluster and write it in the space 
provided. You may use any of your textbooks or reference sources to assist you 
with thls activity 
People who work with animals: 
People who work with numbers: 
People who work alone: 
People who work seasonally: 
People who optrate machines: 
People who work with nature: 
People who work at night: 
People who work with designs: 
People who w d r  at home: 
People who organize events: 
People who work outdoors: 
People who work on the water: 
People who w k  on teams: 
People who repair things: 
People who work with computers: 
People who work at night: 
People who work in laboratories 
People who do research: 
People who work in tourism: 
People who work with children: 
People who & in fonsrmction: 
People who work with cameras: 
People who work with people: 
People who work with plants: 
People who work with our past: 
People w h  work in the sewice 
industry: 
Stepl 
You will need to divide into small groups. 
Step2 
Each group should get a worksheet from your teacher. 
Step3 
As a goup. list as many jobs as you can think of that belong in your 
cluster on the worksheet. 
Step4 
Each goup can use magazines to assist them. 
Step5 
Get a poster board to paste your pictures on. 
Step6 
Display your cluster on a bulletin board. 
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Agriculture and Natural 
Resources Cluster Worksheet. 
In this cluster, people breed, grow, care for, and 
gather plants and animals and their products. 
They also catch, hunt and trap animal life. 
They may do work l i e :  grow crops, raise 
cattle, harvest the forest, grow plants in 
greenhouses and catch fish. 
In this cluster, people have jobs that keep 
businesses running every day. They may do work 
like: make plans, give directions to other people, 
sell things, talk to customers, type letters and 
reports, work on a computer, or keep track of 
money. 
In this cluster. people create things to express ideas. thoughts or 
feelings. 
They may do work like: draw pictures by hand or on a computer. 
write stories or newspaper articles. take photographs. act in a play 
or movie, play music or sing, arrange tlowers, and talk on 
television or radio. 
In this cluster, people build, fix, and make things. 
Construction workers may do work like: build a 
house, building, bridge, or road; put in plumbing; 
fuc a road, and operate a bulldozer. Production 
workers may do work like: put together a car; 
take coal out of mines; make tools, and build 
furniture. 
In this cluster, people teach or 
help other people. Education 
workers may do work like: 
teach children or adults, and 
help people fmd books in a 
library. Human services 
workers may do work like: 
listen to people's problems 
and try to help solve them, 
the law. Personal service 
and help people understand 
workers may do work like: 
cut or style hair; take care of 
lawns; prepare food; guard or 
protect people or things; and 
fight fues. 
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In this cluster, people do scientific 
research to discover, collect, and 
analyze knowledge. They use this 
knowledge to solve problems or invent 
new things. They may do work like: 
try to find a cure for a disease; test food 
for safety; improve airplane designs; 
discover ways to stop pollution; invent 
new products or things, and predict 
earthquakes. 
Transport at ion Clust Worksheet 
In this cluster, people help 
move people or things from 
one place to another. They 
may do work like: drive a taxi, 
bus, or truck; fly an airplane; 
guide ships. 
In this cluster, people try to prevent illness. 
They also take care of people or animals who 
are sick. They may do work like: take care of 
sick people in a hospital or at home; give shots; 
make medicine; fx teeth, run tests in a lab; 
take X-Rays, and give eye and hearing tests. 
Repairen and Mechanics 
Cluster Worksheet 
In this cluster, people fix and take care of all 
k i d s  of big and small machines. They may do 
work like: repair dents in cars and mcks; 
check airplane engines; fix broken TVs or 
VCR's; repair robots or computers; put in 
electric power lines; fuc machine in a factory, 
and repair watches. 
Students will understand the 
concept 'work' and identify the 
features of work that are most 
important to them. 
Students will complete the 
worksheet and then review 
which features they consider to 
be most important. 
THINGS THAT ARE IMPORTANT Dl MY WORK CHOICE 
The followng is a list of feature mat are ofm Important to people when they k t d e t o  
ascepr ajab or wt. Consider how unportsm they areto you and makeajudgement 
ming he d e  pmvided below. 
0 .......... not impanant 
I ...... rometimn lmponant 
...... 2.. ~rnporta8 
3.. ...... =r/ important 
Money 
Working 
Helping Othsm 
Direovering new hmgr 
Pmeenng Ik heenvtronment 
Worh~ng by onewlf 
Dcalmg wth a lot of people 
You are a l&r nn your workplasc 
YOU are "Cry popular 
People wll rerpen you apinlon and work 
YOU Can be E R B ~ ~ W  
You p to mvcl frequently 
You work to matdcadl lm~ 
You need quick judgement and action 
You w& on n variety sfmb dmng your day 
Lou ofume for -tton and fun 
SKILLS FOR THE WORKPLACE 
Many workers need special skills to perform their jobs and d~ffmnt 
jobs med different skills as well. The following activity will help to 
illustrate this. 
A. Using magazines, cut out pictures of people working at different 
lobs. If there are no magazines you may draw the pictures yourself 
B. For each job that you fmd make a list of the s- 
would be needed for the job. Make a list of these skills on a 
separate piece of paper. 
C. Prcokad your list L make sure your spelling is coma.  If using a 
computer be sure lo use the Spell Check. 
D. Paste the ppelures onto a ptece of bristle board or consmct~on paper 
and attach your list of skills vMh it. 
E. Decorate your bulletin board or classrcam wall with your work. 
CREATWG NEW JOBS!!! 
Whenever someone invents somethiog new, jobs are created for 
people. Just think of all the jobs created by the use of the Computer in 
school, home and business. This activity will help you learn about bow 
onv jobs can be created. 
Using your Social Studies and Science tmbwks research 
inventions such as the telephone, light bulb, airplanes, VCR's, telegraph, 
and steam engine. Your Resource teacher can help you with B s  activity. 
Make a list of all the inventions you can fmd in the space pmvided 
below and how they have changed the way people live. 
When your list is canpleed choose two of the inventions and make 
mother list of all the jobs that were created because of this invention. 
Give your list a title and list all the jobs under the title. 
INTO THE FCTTURE 
You have learned that invmtim create nnujobs. People are 
always inventing new things and so new jobs ulll always be created. This 
is gwd for you I€ you plan lo enter the world of work someday 
Let's take a nip into the yea  3010. You are with agmup of 
reporters who are telling us about a new mvmuon &at has just been 
created that will change the way people are living and working. This new 
invention will mate a lot of new jobs and people are very excited about it. 
With the rest of the reporters in your s d  goup tell us abwt this 
new invention. What is it called? What does it da? Illustrate it with a 
p~cture. Theq list all the new jobsit will create and title your list. 
Consuncline a iob- me or nenealoev is similar to dome a familv me. 
- . - -
Genealogy s the study of ancestry or f m l y  h r m e s  and ma& wait0 see how 
jabs ha\e changed a to study the ktnds ofjobs people m a famnly have or dtd have 
To build your job-me you have to research a family. Yun may use yow own 
family, or a relatives' or wen a neighbours' family. You can do your research 
&rough interviemng. 
I.  Decide which side of the family you will research. You may rexarch both 
sides or only one, the choice a yours. 
2. Go back as far as you can into the family history as yoor family membns can 
recall. 
3. ~ s k  the pmao(s) you are intmiming the following questions: 
WMT: You may want to start with the oldest person m the house and 
work your way down the generations 
A. Name of the family member. 
B. Name of the j m s )  they have had. 
C. How long they did thls job. 
4. Using yow Social Shldies textbook or with help from your teacher draw a 
genealogical chan (family nee) to represent all the ~nfonnation you have 
found. 
EMPLOYEE OR SELF -EMPLOYED 
Some pople are employees of companies and organizations, howeve~, others 
are self-employed and work at their own company or organization. Although the 
majorityof w o k m  work for oIhm thae are a growing number of people who are 
self-employed in the work force. As a class. wnduct a work force s w e y  lo 
determine how m y  people you know who are employees or self-employed. 
Follow the steps outl~ned below to conduct your nwey and analyse the 
results 
I. Ask a least five adults youknow if they are employees or self-employed 
Record your data on a sheet of papa. 
2. Brhg all your research datato class. 
3 Add up the number of emdovees and the number of self-em~loved 
. . 
individuals from thc comple; list in the class. 
4 Compute the percentage of each. If you haven't done percentages your 
teacher or resource person can help show you how lo do this 
5 .  Make a chan to display your fmdings. 
I. Wbat kind of work do you do? 
2. What is your work schedule ( how,  days, weeks)? 
3. Would you like to he self-employed? ( If yes, ask these questions as well: 
How did you decide to work for yourself! What do you like about bemg self- 
mloved?) 
4. ~ e ; c & e  the kind of work you do? 
5.  Desmbe the skills y w  needlo do this wnk 
WHERE PEOPLE IN YOUR COMMLJNITY WORK 
Think of d the places there are to work at m yo- 
the different wwle  who work t k .  Different m l e  do different iobs at 
these places:~l*;. at a powy store, ba& lib& 0; restaurant What are 
the different typs ofjobs people do at thsse places? 
Tne following activity will help you erglore the different jobs people have at 
different mk sites in vour conrmuriw. FoUow the s t a s  outtined below to I discover some of thesejobs and the &le who do the& 
1. h a w  a pinure of any work site you can think of in your umununity 
Coosrmction paper or bristle bard would be ideal to draw this 
ptctwe on. 
2. Describe all the different tfypes of work that peaple do. Write thun 
on a separate sheet of paper. 
3. Paste this piece of paper on lour drawing. 
4. Display your picture on a bulletin board or m your&umom. Give 
your p i m  a title. 
PEOPLE DOING WORK FOR FREE!!! 
Manv ~ e o ~ l e  in our communities do work for free . This is called d..Mmy tims mired psopk take on voluntee~ work but 
o h  there arc many different age-wups who volunteer in their 
commuaitv. You are asked to f u d i o n k  who has done volunwr work 
Intmlcw them to learn about what the) do and uhy hey do at You mas 
ask the pmon h e  foUowrog quecuons and add an) o h m  you mav llkc 
d u ~ g  the m t e ~ e m  Mahc sure to unrc dorm the person s name and the 
responses they gtve you Once vour mmlm has brm wmplned you 
may be asked to share your informaion wim your classmtes 
QUESTIONS: 
I. What is your name? 
2. What kind of volunteer work have you done? 
3. What kind of activities would you be involved in? 
4. How did you find out about volunteering at this place? 
5. Do you need any special training to volunteer here? If yes, ask what 
kind? 
6. Why do you volunteer" 
7. Do you think everyone should vdunteer if hey can? Why? 
8.  What is the best thmg about doing volunteer work? 
Share your fmdings withthe class eitber d l y  or in wrinen fnm 
NEWSPAPER INFORMATION 
Each day the nempaper contains "want ads".These are 
advsrtimeniput in theb&r by employers d o  are looking for psople 
to do a specific job. The want ads can tell us a lot about what an employer 
is lmlune. for in a worker 
TG SaNrday paper usually has the largest secuoo for man1 ads 
You arc to hnng a Saturday edlnon ofthc paper to class Most 
cmImities have thei own local s a w  which you may wish to brine. to 
. . . . 
the class as well. 
Share the heam around the classroom so that each student gets to 
. . 
cut out a3 many want ads as they can fmd. Once you have done this it is 
time to put them into categories. The titles to use are: 
ACADEMIC SKILLS 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS 
JOB SKILLS 
EDUCATION SKILLS 
Using each of these titles wits down the skill under each heading as 
you fmd it m the ad. Wlen you have completed this combine each list into 
one long one for each category. Display your lists and discuss what skills 
you have discovered. 
WRlTE A LETTER REQUESTING CAREER INFORMATION 
Many organizations and deparlments offer free brochures and 
pamphlets that @ve information on specific occupations. Write a letter 
of inauirv ( "inauirv" means to ask for somethind for infonnation on a 
. .  . .  
c a m  tha llllemts you Your lcacbn or counsellor can help you f!d 
the addresxs of places to m t c  Follow the lnruucttans ourlancd an 
the next two pages: 
A letter of inquiry wntains the following six pam: 
A Heading: Write your address and the date on the top right. 
hand side of your paper. Skip two lines. 
0. Inside Addm:  Write 'Tareer information Personneln and the 
address you are \*liting to at the left-hand 
margin. Skip a line. 
C Greeting: Write "Dear Career Information Personnel.' 
D. Body: 
!maduim Gtw your mme, grade. andschool. Tell 
the person you are stuQing about carerrsm 
your class. 
&& Wr~te a paragraph requesring anyfree brochures 
or pamphlets on the career you select. Make w 
ro h e  the career Tell the- person why you wonr 
the mnform~tion. 
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w: Write opragroph thanking the person for 
sending the information. Tell them you are 
loohng forward to recetving if. 
E. Clwing: Write '3 inc~e ly  ywrs," 
F. Signablre: Write ywr  k t  and last name 
G Envelope Wntc vow full name and address ( mclud~ng the 
p o d  code) m the upper left-hand coma 
Address the envelope to ' C m  lnfarmarron 
Pmonncl' and use the full nnqadr address m the 
lkncr Chcck your language hook for examples ~f 
you need 0. 
Your fim copy will be your drafl and if possible your final drafl can 
be done on computer. 
You and your classmates can plan a Career 
Day. You have already done work on career 
clusters and now you can use this 
information for your own presentation. 
Using the data you have collected decide 
which career you want to talk about. 
Remember to dress the part and bring any 
tools or objects the job requires. Since you 
will be the guest speaker remember to ask 
for questions from the audience. 
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Part two encourages the students to expand their 
knowledge about careers and the skills needed to be 
successful in the workplace. Students are also 
encouraged to explore their community and their 
families to learn more about the world of work. 
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students ore a l s d  to complete the fobwlng dotements about 
msmrslven. 
A, 1 feel ongw when 
0.  he nlced thhg I ever did tor someone wo* when b 
C I mn't wan until 1 
, ",.. .A-. 
- 8 0,mmnever 
H l dreom of me day when 
I. I m h a p ~ ~ d  when 0 4  
J The most lmponont thing Ive lwrned from myfomlk b - 
A 
K, 1 feel bed clbout mymu when 
1. My good hclbmlore 1 
M In my freetlm. 1 Ilks to 
A 
N. 1 get ongv when I 
- 
0 I l l k e t c ' ~ L - ~  " L ~ -  l De oy rr>ynenw e n  \ A 
, P I feel 1 can be honed when \ 
, Q Mytovome book 8s 
I 
S 1 teel mast Independent when 
T I cooperme beg wnh omen when 
, U I l8ke totalk to my fmnds about \ 
All o n w n  con be shored wnh cmmoter or kept ConfMentioi 
, 4 
, H I  A 
Create a poster for your classroom. 
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I am happiest when I 
What 1 like to do most is 
The hest thing that evez happened to me 
At my school I 
If I could be someone else, I 
My favowite book is 
When 1 am sad 1 
Students are ask to create a poem or 
picture to represent a feeling they have 
about themselves. 
PERSONAL DECISIONS DAY-TO-DAY 
Read the fouowmg and indicate how o h  you have had 
to make a decislon about each situation. 
How o h  have you had to decide: 
Never Sometimes 0th 
I ,  clothes you will wear to school. 
- 
2. to do your hamework tonight. 
- 
3. teU where you were going. 
4. to be nice to your sisterhother. - 
5 ,  to be more friendly. - 
6. to ask for more allowance. 
- 
7, to be more active in school. 
- 
8. to buy a present for a friend. 
- 
9. to join a club. 
- 
10. to ell  on a friend. 
- 
I I. to change your hair style. 
- 
12. to get up in the morning. 
- 
13. to helpwithfhshowork. - - - 
14. not to smoke a cigarette. - - -  
IS. togoonadiet. - - -  
16. to use your manners. - -- 
17. to tell Ihe mth. ---  
18, to get more exercise. -- - 
19 to not take a drink of alcohol. - - - 
Discuss your answers with your group or wilh fhs class ..... did you and 
your friends have many of the same a n s ~ e n ~ ? ~  
Using the decision-making pmcess outlined 
below explain how you would solve a problem 
you might have at home or at school. 
The follo~ving is the outline for the 
Decision-Makine Process: 
... Define the hblern 
... List all oossible solutions 
... choose' the best solution 
... Deselop a plan ol'action 
CHOOSING A R E N D  
Smart Susan 
Musical Matt 
Hclpll Harry 
Friendly Freda 
Charismatic Cal 
Anistic AM 
Wealthy Wilma 
Funny Fred 
Susan is very intelligent and scms very high on 
h a  tests. She also reads a lot. 
Man plays the piano a d  loves to entermin 
everyow. 
He is a goad listener and helps people whenever 
he can 
Freda is nice and 1s friendly to everyone 
Cal is vety interested in his community and is 
very respected by others. 
Ann a very creative and likes to draw. color and 
create new images. 
Wilma is very rich. She has everyrhing a kid 
could dream of and often gives presents to kids 
who play with her. 
Fred is the funniest perm" you'll ever meet. He 
can make everyone laugh. 
Honest Hannah H m a h  is always honest and teUs the mth. She 
would never lie or keep anything from anyone. 
Sportive SLan Stan is very athletic and has a lot of sprb 
equipment. He really likes to win at all the 
games he plays. 
After reading these descriptioru rank order the people from I to 10 
in which ones you would c h w e  as a friend. 
I= most likely to be chosen as a friend 1 G= not likely to 
be chosm 
Which of these people would you. 
1. Take on a vacation with you? 
2.  Ask to stay over at ywr house? 
3 Work wnh in a group mi*? 
4. Stay far army from? 
5 .  Like to have has a close friend? 
Pick the description that most remmbles you and tell d y .  
RELATIONSHIPS ... 
Thnr are various relationships we have with people and this activity 
will help us recognize some of them. 
Pass amund magames so the students can cut out pictures of people 
interacting in different lunds of relationships. ( for example; friendships, 
business, medical, couples, etc ... ) Have the sludents glue thsir pictures on 
a pnece of construction paper. 
A h  this is done. move the students into small erouos so thw mav 
discuss the relationships by asking such questions as : 
a. Are the people m the pictures c l m  friends? 
b. Are thev i&t acauamtances? 
c Are they kmdly to each other a unhsndly7 
d What do )ou thmk the" ma, be raying to each other7 
For just one day I would liks ta bs a 
If you could finish this statement what would you put in the blank space? If 
you could be whatever you w t e d  to be for oas day, whst would you chmsc? A 
movie star? A professional athlete? A danar? A rock singer? An aswonaut? 
For this activity you can be whatever you want to be, then write a b a  
the space prwided below: 
For,lrrr one day 1 would l ik  lo b e a  
Todoy, I war a: 
This is w h r  1 did mdoy 
- 
 
- 
 
- 
CAREERS OF FAMOUS PEOPLE 
A biography or autobiography is the rMy of a pwon's life. People can be 
f m u s  for many different reasoos. Some are famous for their work, inventions or 
research. With the help of your teacher or Resource-Personnel fmd a biography w 
autobiography that tells about someone's life and w d .  
After you find the boak of yw choice you have to read it and then write a 
boak r e p ?  answpriag the following list of questions: 
I. What is the title of the book? 
2. Who is the author of the bwk? 
3. How many pagestchapters are in the book? 
4. What did this person accomplish to make them famous? 
5. Describe some of the accomplishmmu of this person. 
6. How did the person gel interested in hisher field ofwork? 
7. Did the heperson have to have special education or training? 
8. How did he/she learn the skills to do this kind of work? 
9. Did the person have ta try hard to accomplish his or her goals? 
10. How lwg did it take to reach their goals? 
1 I. Did this person have any failum along the way? What happened? 
12. What pan of the hmk did you enjoy the most? Why? 
13. Would you like to do this kind of work? Why or why not? 
14. What charaetRistics of lhir p e m  do you admire most? Why? 
My Life would bc different if ............. 
FYesat the fouowing scenarios to the class: 
A. My life would be different if 1 won a million &Man 
because ..... 
B. My life would be different if I became a famous pemm 
because ..... 
C. My life would be different if I moved away 
because ...... ........... 
Smdcnls can choose one of the sccnanos and wnte about It m the 
space prov~ded bclow Smdrnlr should bc encouraged to W about hou 
they can make paritive changes m their lives 
THINKING ABOUT OUR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 
On a piece of paper, have mdents list: 
a. 5 things they are good at. 
b. 5 h g s  tbey find difficult. 
Break the class into small gmups and have them share theu strength 
areas with the others. In the p u p s  ask students to discuss the foUowing 
a. How doer it feel to bs good at something? 
b. How do you act when you feel good? 
c. How do you know when you are gwd m someIhing? 
d Do you fmd it difficult to talk about the things you are 
good at? 
e. What can stop you fmm talking about them? 
f. Is there something you are not good at but would like 
to be? 
At the end of the small gmup discussion call the entire class back 
together and share what you have discovered wth others. 
Ask studmts to prck l ime of lhcu strengths and unte about them m 
~hwjolrmals Expliun to the students that !hex suengths wll be wcful In 
achieving their goals 8s they decide on a career. 
Shotrlb 1 Stww ..... Yes, N o  , 
M~ybc??????????? 
In Part three students explore their 
study habits. Students are encouraged 
to be open and frank about their study 
habits. They will explore the areas of 
scheduling, committment and focus to 
their studies. 
Good Study Habits----Poor 
Study Habits. Which are mine? 
The teacher will draw two columns on the 
chalkboard. The fust column will be labelled 
Good Study Habits and the second will be 
labelled Poor Study Habits. The teacher will 
ask the students to brainstorm good and poor 
study habits. 
Encourage the students to discuss such things 
as time, note taking, study aids, and 
distractions. 
Once this has been completed ask the students 
to state ways of improving their own study 
habits. The previous activities can be reflected 
upon for this discussion. 
Study Hsbi @....Good or Bad? 
In )our small group. aaswn Ihe L U o w g  qusruonr carefull) Once 
the qucsnom hare all been answered add up you pomts to a e  how you 
did. - ~ a k e  some fims to discuss vaurscore and tk score of the people io 
... 1. I make a schedule and follow i t  
SometimesOften-Rarely-. 
..... 2. I mite d o m  my homewwk.. 
SomstimesOttea-Rarely-. 
........ 3 I review my work each night 
S~metimes~Oftm-Rarely-. 
4. I don't waste time ........................ 
Sometimes-Oftm-Rarely-. 
.......... 5 .  I do my homework every night 
SomrimessOftm-Rarely-. 
6. I finish what I start .................. 
Sometimes-ORsn-Rarely-. 
.......... 7. I concenuate on my work 
SometimesCSOfta-Rarely-. 
Sometimes-OAenRarely-. 
.......... 9. I make outlioes to study by 
Sometimes-OAenRarely-. 
........ 10. I complete every assignment 
Somet imesOftenRare ly- .  
I I.  I smdy in a quia place ................ 
SometimesOttn_Rarely-.  
............................. 12. 1 do my best 
Sometimes-Often-Rarely-. 
Scwing Grid: 
For each 'X' in the Sometimes, give yourself 5 pow.  
For each 'X' in the Often. nive vowself 10 mints. 
For each 'X' in the ~arely,-give.yowself 0 &Its. 
Ifyour xore was between 100-120 ... Keep up the excellent work!!! 
1f "our m e  was belwecn 80-95 .... TIV to mrove on vour weak areas 
1f your score was below 80 ..... Pwr skdy habits but a plan to improve 
would help! 
H m  is my score 
STUDY HAB m... Are Mine Good m Bad? 
In small gmups have shldents discuss why it is importzar to 
organize their time when d y i n g  or wrnpl- Have 
students discuss their weak and smmg areas of rmdy and ways rhey can 
improve their weak areas. 
Have students complefe the Plan lmpmvemmt AEdvny. 
Plan Improvement Activity: 
Name: 
I need to improve in 
Why I have this problem: How Can I Improve? 
MY STUDY TIME 
S o m e h e  t k  teacher will give you study time during the day. 
Do you use this time effectively? Do you get ycur assigned 
work done on time? Take the foUowine study auiz a n d m  - . .  
Yes or No to each statement 
It usually takes me 10 m u t e s  to get Yes- 
ready to study 
I o h  need to b m w  a pen, pencd, Ye-  eraser from my classmates to do my 
l often daydream about being Yes- I somewhere e l r  d u n g  study I 
My desk is a mess most times ............ 
I waste time by 'gwfing around' 
...................... during study time 
l look at my watch a lot during study 
......................... during study time 
, I stare out the window ...................... 
l rush to get my work finished ......... Yes- 
time instead of doing my 
.................. 
Yes- No- 
Yes- No- 
Yes- No- 
IF YOU A N S W E R E D m M O R E  THAN FOUR TIMES YOU NEED TO 
MAKE USE OF YOUR SCHOOL STUDY TIME MOREEFFECTNELY1!! 
COMPARE ANSWERS WITH YOUR FRlENDS AND DISCUSS TEE AREAS 
1 ofm ask to go to the bathmom during 
study time ............................ 
My teacher often has to remind me to 
stay on task ......................... 
.. - - - - - 
WHICH YOU HAVE IN COMMON BRAINSTORM WSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
Ys- No- 
Yes- No_ 
TO YOUR PROBLEMS 
USING M Y  TIME WISELY 
Many of us need or nganize our time to make sure we use it wisely. 
O f m  schools have agendas or schwl planners to help students. If your 
rchml has such a o&er Imk h u & i t  to see if voihave accomolished ..-~ 
all that you have &I out to do since schwl staned.. If not, camplet; the 
followina planner overthe next week and review it st the beginning of the 
-. 
next school week How well we plan and complete our activities c& help 
us make sure all our work gets done. 
ANOTHER MISTAKE!! 
This activity is h i @  to help you discover mistakes you may be making while 
completing a test. You can improve your test grades! Just follow the steps 1 outlined below. I 
Sometimes we make mistakes during a test that cause US to 
score low. But, if we are careful and follow m e  basic rules that 
s c m  could improve. Here some steps that you can use lo help 
improve your scores: 
I.  Take one of the tests you have gotten back h youteacher 
that you didn't do quite so well on 
2. Look in your textbook for the right answers and correct yarr test 
again. If it is a Math test redo tbe problems to get the right 
answers. 
3. Lwk at the answers vou got won=. On a seoarate oiece of . -  - . . 
piece of paper mite down why you got the answer mong. For 
example: I made a stupid mistake, I misunderstood the question 
or I forgot the answer, etc ... 
4. Look at the r e a m  you eave for each m a  answer. Which 
rsasm did you use iostiiequen1ly? ~hat's-the area you need to 
improve an when studying for the next test. 
5 .  Create a list of rules for yourself that you can follow while 
studying Display your list near the place you study. Then use 
yoknew &l&e each time you-mdy for a test. 
6. Good study habits can lead to good g d e s !  
(Note: AUowauces would have to bs made for dysfunctid amibulcJ 
such as inability, mnosl causes, or learning disabilities) 
THE FUN THINGS I DO ... 
Using the entire class brainstom as many leisure activities as you 
can. The teacher can mite all of them down on the c h s l k .  Once this 
is completed have sNdents draw a chw to NI in !he activities using the 
following headings: 
Indhdwl Activity 
Group Activlty 
Costs Money 
No Money Needed 
Do Now 
Would like to 
Do tn the Future 
Afmthe class has completed their individual cham discussions cao 
be held to explore the reason they chose the ones they have. 
LEARNING STYLES ....... 
SMents will be asked to discuss and desrribs haw people differ in 
the ways they lm best. Everyone may differ in fhs way they Ieam but no 
one way h bsRR than another. 
There are no right or w g  answcm lo the activity and all sfudents 
are mcowaged to discuss their responses with the class. 
Whim of the following statements apply to you ... check offeach 
I.  I like my asstgnmenm when they: 
a r e  hard. 
a r e  easy to do. 
a r e  fun. 
m a k e  me think 
2. I l h  to work best: 
- h e n  lam in a gmup 
when I am by myself 
- 
- with the teacher helping me. 
with al l  the class working together as a big group 
- 
3. When I m learning a new lesson , l find it difficult to: 
- tmderstand the wncepts. 
express myself by miting. 
- 
- do seat work. 
-learn new wwds. 
-keep up with the others in class. 
-do the work on my om. 
riding. 
- 
- Listemg to music. 
-watching television 
- being with my Wends. 
working in small pups - 
5.  I leam the most from: 
- watching films and videos. 
- doing projects with others 
- reading. 
_asking q d w s .  
A WriUng activities. 
6. I like it best in class when: 
- the teacher does most of the cdking. 
- when other students do most of the taking. 
- we can talk if we want, and oat ~f we want. 
7. I do well in school when I: 
study really hard every night - 
listen m class. 
- 
memorize the wwk. 
A 
8. Sometimes lwish: 
-the teacher would move s l o w  through the work. 
- the teacher would move faster through the work. 
- the teacher would keep it like it 1s now. 
9. Somnimes I feel: 
- 
smart. 
- dumb. 
OeNOUS. 
- 
mixed up. 
- 
-imponant 
-fmmted. 
- 
left-out. 
Disws your answm with yollr friends or sLwe with the entire class. 
Complete a journal ently on your fmdings. 
WHO CARES ABOUT BEING IN A GROUP .... 
Many of us belong to a group. It may be a church gmup, span group or social 
group. Oftm we are identified by the groups we arr in and many time we act 
cefiain ways because of that gmup. 
Have students discuss the different ways they see people behave in 
groups. Are these behaviours effectiw fwthem or not? 
I. The teacher can conduct a brief inrmdwtory class discussion on the 
chaacteridn of good group members ( nwmers, humour, friendly. 
etc ... ). 
2. Ask each student a write in their journal a b o u f e s  
characteristics discussed and how it could b s a d  of 
them 
3. Ask the class to evaluate their own behavioun and tell about the 
things that make them a good group member. 
4. Enmurage studeats to discuss Why it is imponant for them a be 
part of a group and why some groups are easier to get into than 
others. 
5. Students can rake nM weeks to write up their journals and then pass 
them in to the teacher or counsellor a read. 
ACADEMlCS OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL 
T!S& of some adivity you do outside of schwl where you use your 
academic skills. Writs the activity in the space provided. List al l  of the 
academe skills you we to perfam thin activity. 
Complete the following example with the teacheriresource person 
before wiling one of your o m :  
I. Making h m a d e  to Sen: 
Skills uscd: 
(Remember, you will needto make s i w ,  handle moMy, b y  the 
iagredienu, fmd a place to sel up and figure out profits.) 
Now complete an example of yourorm: 
Skills 
USING ACADEMICS ON THE JOB 
Io this activity, you will interview someone youknow to learn how academics or 
school subjects are vsed ou the job. 
Sckn an adult you BOW to interview. You may keep uack of their 
responses ustug pea and paper or if they are agreeable you could use a tape 
recorder. Some adults may evm agree to be video taped for tbei. 
The following are a list of possible questions you can ask them: 
What is your job? 
Do you have to read oo yourjob? What kinds of things? 
Do you have to communicate with writing? What kind? 
Do you have to wmmunicate by talking? What kind? 
Do you use Math on yowjob?How? 
Do have lo use scimtific information?What do you use it for? 
Do have to know a lot about Social Studies ( geography, history, 
govrmmcnt, etc... )? What kinds of information do you use? 
Do you need to know a foreign language or be bilingual? 
Do you use somputm at yourjob? What kind of things do you do? 
Be sure to lake good notes and try to write do- 
tells you .... you may have to ask them to repeat some of their m w m  bm if 
done politely most people don't mind doing this. 
Wben the interview is complete4 thank the person fn their time and 
assistance. 
Instead of writine tm a nwn with your findines unnbine evervone'r 
- .  . 
interviews into one big class list. You caa display all the fmdiags in the 
classmom by making a list for each question asked. 
TRY A NEW SKILL 
Pick a new skill that you would IikeIa impmve or a new skiU you would like to I I-. It can be iust about an---an academic skill. a soom skill. a 
friendship skill,ktc. HOW&, m&e it a skill that can be worked on or improved 
over a two.wek period. Maybe your vacher or cou~5Uor can help you decide. 
I. Once you have decided on the goal or skill you want to work on set 
up an information shed to keep (rack of your progress You will 
v&t to kern track of the skill f what it is) and how o h  vou 
practice it. You will also want to be VRY specific On times, where, 
how, and what you do. 
2. Keep a practice journal orurmplefe your information shed on a 
regular basis. 
3. M a t h e  nvo weeks is over answer ths fouowing questions: 
a. Does it oav to  lan nice evm dav? 
b D I ~  yo" ifel &rse~funprdnnel 
r: Do you feel you have mastered the slall? 
d. Do you need more practice? 
e. If you saw no improvement why do you think this is so" 
4. Bring yourjournals or completed infonuation sheets to class and we 
how others answered the quenions. 
Avaibbe Resources for the Stubcm 
tlarsroom Tenekcr ~ n a  Gulwnee 
Conweb. 
Human Resources Canada 
All of the materials listed below are 
available free of cost. 
School-your track to job skills. 
Order # Y-153-03-94 
Minding Your Own Business. 
Order # LM-356-12-94 
Getting Started. 
Order # Y-127-01-97 
Job Trek: Your Generation. 
Order # Y-152-03-94E 
Skill Building! 
Order # Y-112-01-93 
Avaihble lbowcea for the Stubon. 
Clarsroom Tmher anb Guiba*~c 
The Edge 
Order # Y-109-11-92E 
The Edge. A special edition of TG 
Magazine. 
Order # Y-109-02-94E 
Sales & Services: Career Moves 
Order # Y-125-11-94E 
Manufacturing & Natural Resources: 
Career Moves 
Order # Y-124-11-94E 
Trades, Transportation & Utilities: 
Career Moves 
Order # Y-123-03-94E 
Business, Finance & Administration: 
Career Moves 
Order # Y-122-03-94E 
IM 
AvaLbk Rerovrrer fa the Stubcnt 
Cbarrwm Twher anb Guiwnce 
CounaeNa 
Education, Social Sciences, Social 
Services & Religion: Career Moves 
Order # Y-121-03-94E 
Arts, Culture, Sports & Recreation: 
Career Moves 
Order # Y-120-09-94E 
Health & Medicine: Career Moves 
Order # Y- 1 19-09-94E 
Natural & Applied Sciences: Career 
Moves 
Order # Y-118-09-94E 
Available Resowcer for Ikc Smaem 
C l ~ ~ s r w m  Tacker anb Gwibance 
camretb+ 
The following are lists of career 
pamphlets available through the 
Government of Canada's Stay in 
School Initiative. All materials are free 
of cost. 
Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Environment and Azribusiness 
Medicine and ~ e a l ; h  
Communications 
Construction 
Administrative Support 
Business and Commerical Services 
Human Studies and Services 
Community and Personal Services 
Hospitality and Travel 
Food Services and Nutrition 
Manufacturing 
Maintenance and Repair 
Creative and Performing Arts 
Sports and Recreation 
Computer Services 
Teaching and Training 
Sales 
Tmspo~tation 
Available Resource6 for cke Slubpnt, 
Cbamm Texhcr anb Guisance 
6Hw4nm 
Community Resources 
Local Career Development Centre 
Depamnent of Education 
Memorial Universiry of Newfoundland 
Sir Wi lkd  Grenfell College 
Central Newfoundland Regional College 
Marine Institute 
Cabot College 
Queen Elizabeth I1 Library 
Local Community Library 
Newfoundland and Labrador Teacher's Association 
Newfoundland Association of Public Employees 
Local Elementary and High Schools 
Human Resources and Development Canada 
Local Businesses 
Youth Organizations 
Local Detachment of the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police 
Local Churches 
Provincial Depamnents 
Depamnent of Health 
Local Physicians and Health Personnel 
Local Drug Stores 
Internet Availability 
Yellow Paees in Teleuhone Book 
~ o c a ~ ~ e w ~ ~ a p e r s  ' 
Retired Persons in vour Communitv 
Exploring on the Intfmet can be fun 
using one or mom sites. These are some 
of the many sites that can be found using 
Webcrawler, Lycros, and Excite. 
http://wmv.webcrawla.wdseleCtmus. 
employmenthtml 
http://wmv.galaxy.org/ 
http://db.c~chran.wm/db~HTML: 
thepage.& 
hitpJ/wmv.(x.riwh.wm/pple/steve/ 
kidshhnl 
http://www.ramlinetiki&tuff.html 
httpJ/www.~et.calgary.ab.oa/ 
populsti/wmmunit~friendly/friendly.html 
httpJIwmv.w~wler.can/selectled. 
directories.html 
httpJ/ericir.sy.edu/ 
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Sunburst Communications 
The following is a list of publications and pmductions that could 
be used while completing this project. 
I. WizKids. Careers in Science 
2. How to Succeed in Middle School 
3. Go, Go, Goals! How to Get There 
4. Self-Esteem Posters for Grades 5-9 
5. 1 Blew It! Learning from Failure 
6. Setting Goals: The Road to Achievement 
7. Careen in Perspective: Nursing 
8. Jobs for the 90's 
9. Career Exploration 
10. Self-Esteem Curriculum Module-Grades 5 to 9 
Mailing Address: 
Sunburst Communications 
920 Mercer Street 
Windsor, Ont 
N9A 7CZ 
e-mail SMURSTnews-request@listserv.nysunb~~~t.com 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE LETTERTO PARENTS 
Dear PmtlGuardian: 
Our schwl is about to begin our " C a w  Explmtiononon project. 
This a project in which mdents in grades four. five and six are 
exposed to a variety of activities and experiences surrounding c a m .  
This project will be initiated in the regular classmom and 
supplemented with resource room and outside schwl activities. AU 
students d p m  are asked ta participate. Pamb are encouraged 
to volunteer 8s guest speakers or to visit the school as encouragement 
for their child. 
If you are interested in panicipating in tLw project please contact 
me and I will gladly answer any questions or qusries you may have. I 
have anached an information she@ with some suggested ways U, help 
with your child's participation and enjoyment in the project. I 
sincerely believe it will help. 
Sincerely, 
Mrs. Pamela Coish 

APPErnIX B 
PARENT INFORMATION SHEET 
1. SHOW YOUR CHUD SWPORT AND ENCOURAGEMENT 
2. STRESS THAT PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL ACTIVlTlES IS 
IMPORTANT. 
3. PROVIDE YOUR CHILD WlTH THE OPPORTUMTY TO 
DEVELOP UNBIASED ATITIWDES TOWARD CAREER 
OPTIONS. 
4. ENCOURAGE ACADEMIC ACHEVEMENT, 
5 .  STRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF SCHOOL. 
6 ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILD TO SHARE BY ASKING 
QL'ESTIONS ABOLT THEIR SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
7. ASK TO SEE YOUR CHILD'S COMPLETED ASSIGNhQNTS, 
TEST PAPERSPROECTS, ETC .... 
8. ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILD TO DEVELOP A STUDY 
SCIEDULE. 
9. ENCOURAGE YOUR CHILD TO DISCUSS WORK LEARNED 
THAT DAY 
I I. BECOME INVOLVED WlTH YOUR CHILD BOTH AT SCHOOL 
AND AT HOME. 
12. KEEP THE LINE OF COMMUNICATION OPEN 

Worksheet 
Name: 
Orade: 
Date: 
Name: 
Grade. 
Date: 
Name: 
Grade: 
Date: 
Name: 
Grade: 
Date: 
Name: 
Grade: 
Date: 



